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Archipelago, which accompanied, and, as some say, caused the

Samothracian deluge, may have reference to a wave or succession

of waves, raised in the Euxine by the same convulsion.

We know that subterranean movements and volcanic eruptions are

often attended not only by incursions of the sea, but also by violent

rains, and the complete derangement of the river drainage of the

inland country, and by the damming up of the outlets of lakes by

landslips, or obstructions in the courses of subterranean rivers, such

as abound in Thessaly and the Morea. We need not therefore be

surprised at the variety of causes assigned for the traditional floods of

Greece, by Herodotus, Aristotle, Diodorus, Strabo, and others. As

to the area embraced, had all the Grecian deluges occurred simul

taneously, instead of being spread over many centuries, and had

they, instead of being extremely local, reached at once from the

Euxine to the south-western limit of the Peloponnese, and from

Macedonia to Rhodes, the devastation would still have been more

limited than that which visited Chili in 1835, when a volcanic

eruption broke out in the Andes, opposite Chloe, and another at.

Juan Fernandez, distant 720 geographical miles, at the same time

that several lofty cones, in the Cordillera, 400 miles to the eastward

of that island, threw out vapour and ignited matter. Throughout a

great part of the space thus recently shaken in South America,
cities were laid in ruins, or the land was permanently upheaved, or

mountainous waves rolled inland from the Pacific.
Periodical alternation of Earthquakes in Syria and Southern

Italy.-It has been remarked by Von 1-loff, that from the Commence
ment of the thirteenth to the latter half of the seventeenth century,
there was an almost entire cessation of earthquakes in Syria and
Judea; and, during this interval of quiescence, the Archipelago,
together with part of the adjacent coast of Lesser Asia, as also
Southern Italy and Sicily, suffered greatly from earthquakes; while
volcanic eruptions were unusually frequent in the same regions. A
more extended comparison, also, of the history of the subterranean
convulsions of these tracts seems to confirm the opinion, that a
violent crisis of commotion never visits both at the same time. It S

impossible for us to declare, as yet, whether this phenomenon is
constant in this and other regions, because we can rarely trace back
a connected series of events farther than a few centuries ; but it is
well known that, where numerous vents are clustered together within
a small area, as in many archipelagos for instance, two of them are
never in violent eruption at once. If the action of one becomes very
great for a century or more, the others assume the appearance of spent
volcanos. It is, therefore, not improbable that separate provinces of
the same great range of volcanic fires may hold a relation to one

deep-seated focus, analogous to that which the apertures of a small

group hear to some more superficial rent or cavity. Thus, for

example, we may conjecture that, at a comparatively small distance
from the surface, Ischia and Vesuvius mutually communicate with
certain fissures, and that each affords relief alternately to elastic
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